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Maintaining Your
Workouts and
Routine during the
Lockdown
Maintaining Your Routine
During this time of self-isolation it can be
hard to maintain your routine. With days
feeling unstructured because you are
working from home, or your regular activities
are no longer available it is important to
create some outlets and routines to keep you
on track with your health (mental, emotional
and physical) and fitness. With that in mind
the Pulse Generator staff wanted to give you
some ideas that we have been incorporating
to keep ourselves on track and engaged as
well as have some fun during this time.
Breanne
1) I am trying to get up at the same time
each day, shower and eat breakfast - keeping a similar routine as if I was
heading out the door to work.
2) Regular walks/runs outside with my
dog.
Mary
1) I try to maintain a regular schedule,
so I get up at the same time every day
and start with a workout. It makes it
easier to maintain routine if I have
my days scheduled.
2) I make plans to zoom meet up with
friends for some of my workouts. It
makes it fun to workout together.
Promoting the idea of a workout
buddy also helps with accountability.

Kevin
1) I think that having a long term
goal of an event or a race or a
challenge can help keep you on
track as well. Who knows if the
event you have in mind in the
future will be disrupted or not but
the anticipation of it happening
means you still need to be ready
and keep training. **Update**.
My events have now been
cancelled, so it is now the off
season again where I train for fun
rather than competition and this
involves a bit of a mental shift.
2) The idea of "crosstraining" always
comes up. Maybe now your
regular activities are interrupted
so you have to try something new.
For example, as a triathlete,
swimming is now difficult as all
pools are closed. Crosstraining
with more in depth mobility work,
self-care or often neglected
strength training could fill that
gap for a bit. Create cycles for
yourself where you focus on
something new for 4 weeks
before either continuing with it
for a longer period, or trying
something else out again for
another 4 weeks.

Kelsey
1) Meal Planning
2) Dance Parties with My Dog. She is a 2
year old Labordoodle who is into
sniffing when we are on walk. So
when I walk her, she sniffs and I
dance. I live off of Whyte Ave so it
doesn't look too weird and gives me
some diversity in movement.
3) Choose a chore a day that requires
some lifting. Since spring cleaning is in
full swing, I choose a task a day that
requires me to do some lifting.
Lenore
1) Pay Yourself First – At the moment, we
have 4 family members living within
our small home, we find it works
effectively to schedule our workouts
before any daily commitments. Early
mornings work best for me and I
always get them in.
2) Family Challenges - we create
moments to interact with each other
in the evening. Often we find
ourselves in silly challenges that get
everyone trying something new and
laughing. Things like acro yoga, body
climbing, hand stands, we make up
new words to our favorite
songs. These make great things to
share with grandparents & friends
through video calls. They enjoy
engaging in the fun.
Regan
1) Write out a daily schedule and daily
gratitude. Within the schedule I have
broken it down into 5 things urgent
import, not urgent important, urgent
not important, not urgent not
important and finally fun for me. If you
have read any Brian Tracy these are
pretty standard in his list the “fun for
me” however is different, these are
things that are fun for you and help
recharge your batteries
2) Try learning a new skill or discover an
old one. I am trying to get back into
playing the guitar again.
3) Make sit down meals with family a
priority be it in person or with Zoom.

5 Ways to Add Keep Improving With Your Home
Body Weight Workouts
Right now with gyms closed it might be difficult to
create variety and feel like you will get results at
home with your body weight workouts. However
bodyweight training can be a great way to get
stronger and improve. Here are five ways you can
challenge yourself with bodyweight training.
1) Work on Your Range of Motion – for many
people when they lift weights they do not go
through the full range of motion. Sometimes
this is required, heavy squats that are too
deep can place too much strain on the
meniscus and ligaments in the knees.
However with little or no weight deep squats
are great. Adding deep squats right now are
excellent for working on hip and ankle
mobility.
2) Use Tempo – Changing the speed and pace
that you do exercises is a great way to add
spice to your workout. For example with a set
of push-ups lowering for 5 or 10 seconds and
the adding a 5 or 10 seconds pause can burn
the muscle and build muscle. Conversely
doing push-ups at a faster pace can really get
the heart pumping, especially if you pair it in
some sort of circuit training like 45 seconds
of work to 15 seconds of rest or Tabata’s (20
seconds of work to 10 seconds of rest)
3) Change the rest – with weight training you
often will take more rest time between
exercises to stimulate muscle growth. Playing
with shorter rests can add more intensity.
4) Use Contrast training – Similar to the tempo
training we talked about before, but here you
would do 20 reps of slow controlled body
weight squats followed by 10-20 fast or jump
squats.
5) Do Drop Style Sets – Here you are playing
with your reps and rest. For example you
could alternate between squats and pushups, do 10 squats then 10 push-ups, then 9
squats and then 9 push-ups working your way
down to 1 of each. Another way would be to
do 2 similar exercises 1 more challenging
followed by 1 easier one, such as lunges and
squat jumps.

